
Reliance acsn – Ukraine Crisis Update
Strategic Assessment
The war in Ukraine is about to enter its 14th week. Putin’s muted 9 May speech suggests a recalibration 
of expectations by the Kremlin. The Russian military has little to show for the significant losses it has 
suffered in terms of manpower and material, estimated at over a third of the force originally committed 
to the ‘Special Military Operation’. The Ukrainian military is credited with victory in the battle for the 
country’s second largest city, Kharkiv, which presents a potential threat to Russian supply lines into the 
Donbas. Mariupol has fallen, one positive for the Kremlin, but only after a monumental struggle which 
has cost both sides dear. Western defence experts assess that Russia’s military continues to suffer from 
low morale, unreliable equipment and poor leadership.

The economic impact of the war, however, is beginning to be felt outside Ukraine, driving up oil and gas 
prices and challenging European governments to devise a coherent strategy. The blockade of Ukraine’s 
ports is of particular concern, interrupting the supply of wheat to the world economy and threatening 
famine in at least 20 African countries as well severe shortages elsewhere. It indicates that a long war 
suits Russia more than Ukraine or the West.

The war continues to play out in cyberspace albeit not has many commentators had expected at the 
outset. It is now clear that Ukraine suffered a significant campaign of highly targeted attacks in the run 
up to the invasion. Ukrainian cyber defences have learnt much in the intervening years since 2014 and 
were better prepared to meet the threat. Russia in turn has been the target of an unprecedented 
number of attacks, specifically by hacker groups such as Anonymous. The involvement of private groups 
and individuals in carrying out cyber activity against Russia – largely web defacements and other high-
profile effects – has caused alarm amongst US and UK officials who are concerned that this may lead to 
misattribution (Russia believing a hacker attack is a state) and miscalculation resulting in an escalation.

Ransomware gangs continue to operate not just from Russia and remain the main threat to British 
businesses.
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Tactical Updates
Data Wipers Used in the Ukraine War – key points found in recent analysis
9 wipers were used in total, all of them had the same goal, however technical implementation and code 
was different, suggesting different authors. In total, 6 wipers were found to only target Windows 
machines, the others were aimed at Linux, including the satellite modems. The HermeticWiper was the 
only wiper found distributed by a worm component (HermeticWizzard), which was restricted to spread 
to local IP addresses within the infected network. Unlike NotPetya, HermeticWiper did not distribute 
externally. None of the wipers themselves contained any network connectivity functionality that would 
permit them to exfiltrate victim data further, suggesting that their purpose was targeted destruction of 
specific entities.
Killnet, a Pro-Russian hacktivist group has been observed organizations and entities around the world 
using the “Slow HTTP” method. CSIRT recommends system administrators reject connections with HTTP 
methods not supported by the URL, limit the message header and body to a minimum reasonable 
length, set an absolute connection timeout, use a backlog of pending connections, define the minimum 
speed of incoming data, and block connections that are slower than the set speed.

NCSC Recommendation Corresponding Reliance acsn Service

Check your system patching Internal and External Penetration Testing

Verify access controls Internal Penetration Testing/ PAM

Ensure defences are working Internal Penetration Testing/ PAM

Logging and monitoring Managed Detection and Response

Review your backups Assurance Services

Incident plan Assurance & Incident Response

Check your internet footprint Penetration Testing

Phishing response Penetration Testing

Third party access Penetration Testing/ Assurance/ PAM

Brief your wider organisation Assurance & vCISO
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